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Description
Hey Team,

I have a quick question when it comes to some of the metadata fields that are extracted from the eve.json logs.

I am looking to analyze network traffic for any abnormal amounts of data leaving the network. I see that some metadata included in Suricata alerts are "flow.pkts_toclient", "flow.pkts_toserver", "flow.bytes_toclient", and "flow.bytes_toserver". My main question is what do the two different categories, "toclient" and "toserver", mean? Does this mean that "flow.pkts_toclient" are the amount of packets that are running through my inline Suricata box to the dest_ip? Or would that be the "flow.pkts_toserver"? Do either the "flow.pkts_toclient", or "flow.pkts_toserver" only correlate to the dest_ip, so if the dest_ip is a public ip, I know that this is the amount of packets leaving my network out to the Internet?

Any clarification would be greatly appreciated!

Best Regards,

Taylor

History
#1 - 01/20/2020 07:21 PM - Victor Julien
- Subject changed from flw.pkts_toserver to flow.pkts_toserver

Flows have a direction. The IP which starts the conversation is considered the client, and the packets it sends are in the 'to server' direction. The other talker is considered the server and the packets it sends are in the 'to client' direction. So in a flow records the 'flow.pkts_toserver' is a count of the number of packets from client to server, 'flow.bytes_toserver' counts the total bytes in the same direction. The 'flow.*_toclient' records are the same, but in the opposing direction.

#2 - 09/05/2020 09:37 PM - Andreas Herz
- Status changed from New to Closed

Hi, we're closing this issue since there have been no further responses.
If you think this bug is still relevant, try to test it again with the most recent version of suricata and reopen the issue. If you want to improve the bug report please take a look at
https://redmine.openinfosecfoundation.org/projects/suricata/wiki/Reporting_Bugs